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INTRODUCTION
As of August 2022, there are an estimated two million people in the
United States’ prisons and jails, marking a 500% increase over the past forty
years.1 Generally, the public has clung to one overriding approach to dealing
with prisoners: punishment.2 “Typically, the public and judicial systems do
not value rewarding prisoners with therapeutic or education interventions and
prefer a punitive environment.”3 However, as a result of the “Tough-on1. Criminal
Justice
Facts,
THE
SENT’G
PROJECT,
https://www.sentencingproject.org/criminal-justice-facts (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
2. Earl O. Strimple, A History of Prison Inmate-Animal Interaction Programs, 47 AM.
BEHAV. SCIENTIST 70, 70 (2003).
3. Amy Johnson & Laura Bruneau, Caring for and About Dogs: Animal Welfare
Considerations, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION IN CORRECTIONAL
FACILITIES 79, 81 (Mary Renck Jalongo ed., 2019).
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Crime” movement, decades of increased rates of incarceration, and high
recidivism rates, scholars and observers alike now question whether these
“harsh prison conditions are doing more harm than good.”4 Given the turning
tides against the current carceral system, the time is ripe to revisit and expand
effective, innovative, and alternative forms of correctional programming.5
Along with the growing prison population, over the past thirty years, the
presence of animals inside correctional facilities has skyrocketed. Despite the
general sentiment supporting punishment, people have introduced, operated,
and grown innovative animal programs inside American prisons and an
analysis of these programs reveals their importance.6 Prison-based animal
programs (PAPs) have become one of the most popular forms of
programming. As of 2019, PAPs were being administered in all fifty states at
more than 330 correctional institutions.7
Prison-based animal programs are intuitively appealing, but criminal
justice researchers have failed to document their growth.8 There is a lack of
systematic research of PAPs and their effects,9 and most assessments are
based on anecdotal information.10 As a result, reliable statistical measures on
the effects of PAPs are scarce.11 Difficulties can arise in collecting data due
to the lack of accessibility to prisoners, and all data is subject to selection bias
of the prisoner participants. Typically, PAP participants apply to programs,
and then they are screened and interviewed. Participants are often chosen
based on both objective measurements, such as a clear disciplinary record,
and subjective measurements, such as exhibiting such traits as compassion
and responsibility.12 Any changes observed in such a group could be
attributed to their “better” chances for successful outcomes due to having
been selected based on desirable qualities.13 In studies that do exist,
measurements are often self-reported by the participants, lending to the
anecdotal quality of the studies. The selection bias of participants and lack of
4. Leslie Hill, A Touch of the Outside on the Inside: The Effect of Animal Contact on the
Pains/Strains of Imprisonment, 59 J. OFFENDER REHAB. 433, 433 (2020).
5. Barbara J. Cooke, Exploring Types of Programs: Dog Rescue, Rehabilitation and
Training, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION IN CORRECTIONAL
FACILITIES 37, 37 (Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019).
6. Strimple, supra note 2, at 72.
7. Cooke, supra note 5, at 37-38.
8. Gennifer Furst, Prison-based Animal Programs: Self-Reported Effects of
Participation and Implications for Desistance, 172 PRISON SERV. J. 38, 38 (2007) [hereinafter
Desistance].
9. Rhiana Kohl & Alexandria Wenner, Prison Animal Programs: A Brief Review of the
Literature, MASS. DEP’T CORR. OFF. STRATEGIC PLAN. & RES., 2 (2012)
https://www.mass.gov/doc/prison-animal-programs-a-brief-review-of-the-literature-december2012.
10. Desistance, supra note 8, at 38.
11. Kohl & Wenner, supra note 9, at 4.
12. Paul G. Walsh & Peter G. Mertin, The Training of Pets as Therapy Dogs in a
Women’s Prison: A Pilot Study, 7 ANTHROZOÖS 124, 124 (1994).
13. Kohl & Wenner, supra note 9, at 3-4.
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controlled measurements makes it difficult, if not impossible, to quantitively
determine the effects of PAPs.14
Although systematic research and analysis would be valuable,15 the
overwhelming success of PAPs is obvious, especially when observing dog
training programs (DTPs). To prison administrators, inmates, and dog
recipients, the advantages are clear: tensions decline; social interactions
increase; valuable skills, like patience and responsibility, develop; and
service dogs are trained.16 Even without reliable statistical measures, PAPs
are proving to be overwhelmingly positive in correctional facilities.17
While there is a lack of research and accurate data analyzing the effects
of animals on prisoners,, there is an abundance of research documenting the
beneficial effects of animals on other groups, such as children, individuals
with mental illness, and the elderly.18 Many parallels can be drawn between
those populations and incarcerated individuals: inmates and the elderly report
“many of the same grievances regarding their place in society: feeling
socially isolated and forgotten.”19 Further, prisoners are not mutually
exclusive from other groups that have been more widely studied—prisoners
can be children (in juvenile centers), suffer from mental illness, and be aged
due to lengthy and indeterminate sentences.20
This note focuses on exploring the historical origins of animals in
prisons that developed from prisoner-initiated interactions, prison-initiated
animal interactions, and tolerated animal interactions. An overview of
contemporary PAPs is provided, including a description of common PAP
designs and the most common type: dog training programs. The note then
provides a rationale for the implementation of cat visitation rooms in prisons.
It focuses on the physiological, psychological, and psychosocial benefits to
be derived from such a program while acknowledging potential barriers. This
proposal contains detailed descriptions of an ideal cat visitation room,
discusses common objections to PAPs, and illustrates how these objections
can be more easily overcome with cat programs than dog programs. The

14. Id.
15. Id. at 2.
16. Id. at 4.
17. Id. at 2.
18. Kohl & Wenner, supra note 9, at 1.
19. Id. at 1-2.
20. Rachael A. Jasperson, Animal-Assisted Therapy with Female Inmates with Mental
Illness: A Case Example from a Pilot Program, 49 J. OFFENDER REHAB. 417, 417-18 (2010)
(“According to U.S. Department of Justice, at midyear 2005 more than half of all prison and jail
inmates had a mental health problem . . . . This criminalization of mental illness as this shift is often
referred . . . . forces prison administration to consider the special needs of this growing population
and how best to address these needs while maintaining adequate security.”).
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proposed program focuses on the enrichment of the participant prisoners and
cats as its primary goal.21

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW: HISTORICAL
ORIGINS
Interacting with animals is beneficial for people experiencing
emotionally stressful situations and feelings of loneliness and isolation.22
Because incarcerated individuals often face harsh conditions with both social
and physical deprivations, interacting with animals can be especially
meaningful in a carceral environment.23
A. Prisoner-Initiated Animal Interactions
Inmates have long attempted to cope with the prison environment by
initiating human-animal interactions. One of the first historical accounts
comes from British author Charles Dickens, who noted that among the
inmates he saw in solitary confinement during a tour of American prisons in
1842, one was allowed to keep rabbits in his cell.24 Another example is that
of Robert Stroud, known as “The Birdman of Alcatraz.” Stroud had a violent
history and was incarcerated for murder,25 but when he came across a dying
sparrow in 1916, he cared for the bird and nursed back to health.26 During
three decades of imprisonment, he cared for up to 300 canaries, was provided
extra cells to house them, and wrote a 500-page ornithological work titled
Digest on the Diseases of Birds.27 His story juxtaposes the seemingly
incompatible traits of serial violence with extreme care, curiosity, and
diligence toward animals.
Throughout World War II, prisoners of war (POWs) at North American
prison camps also initiated animal interactions.28 For therapeutic benefits,

21. Cf. Desistance, supra note 8, at 38 (describing how prison-based animal programs
are implemented primarily to provide a service to the community, and any benefits to the prisoner
participants are purely collateral).
22. Gennifer Furst, The Empirical Evidence Supporting Dog Training Programs for
Incarcerated People, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION IN
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 17, 22 (Mary Renck Jalongo ed., 2019) [hereinafter Empirical
Evidence].
23. Hill, supra note 4, at 433.
24. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 22.
25. Robert
Stroud,
ENCYC.
BRITANNICA,
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Robert-Stroud (last visited Jan. 1, 2022).
26. Gennifer Furst, ANIMAL PROGRAMS IN PRISON: A COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT
68 (2011) [hereinafter COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT].
27. Christal G. Pollock, The Birdman of Alcatraz, 15 J. AVIAN MED. & SURGERY 131,
131 (2001).
28. Strimple, supra note 2, at 71.
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they were allowed to interact and care for cats, dogs, and horses.29 The POWs
also cared for wild animals that wandered into their camps or were captured,
such as birds, rabbits, squirrels, gophers, raccoons, skunks, and even bear
cubs.30 Reports note that the animals helped prisoners cope with the stress of
incarceration, loneliness and isolation, while also providing them with much
needed companions.31
B. Prison-Initiated Animal Interactions
Prisons also bring animals into their facilities for security, intimidation,
and to aid in prison industry labor.32 When animals serve utilitarian purposes
such as guard dogs, scent dogs,33 or horses34 for logging35 or ploughing
crops,36 their presence does not facilitate therapeutic benefits.37 As such, they
should not be classified as a PAP.38
Prison farms are illustrative of non-PAP animal interactions. Most
prison farms developed out of original slave plantations in the postbellum
South where they used horses to plough crops and maintained herds of cattle
and pigs.39 Some prison farms still operate today,40 and the few that do retain
many of their original qualities.41 Additionally, while becoming increasingly
uncommon, animals are occasionally brought to prisons for entertainment.
For example, Angola (Louisiana State Penitentiary) hosts an annual rodeo
that lacks any humanitarian social value—nearly 14,000 members of the

29. Cooke, supra note 5, at 39.
30. Michael O’Hagan, Held Captive: Prisoners of War and Their Pets in Canada during
the Second World War, NETWORK IN CANADIAN HIST. & ENV’T, https://nichecanada.org/2020/04/23/held-captive-prisoners-of-war-and-their-pets-in-canada-during-the-secondworld-war (last visited Apr. 23, 2020).
31. Id.
32. Cooke, supra note 5, at 38.
33. Id.
34. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 70-74 (describing how equine
programs have developed uniquely from other PAPs and deserve specific examination which is
outside the scope of this note).
35. Strimple, supra note 2, at 71.
36. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 37.
37. Cooke, supra note 5, at 42.
38. See generally id. at 50-53 (describing how a true PAP involves rehabilitative work
or training with animals in an effort to improve the life circumstances of the animal in a nonexploitive manner with humanitarian social value).
39. See generally COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 35-42 (explaining
how after the Civil War and passage of the 13th Amendment, convicts were sent to work on old
plantations which retained the same qualities where slaves were once kept).
40. Id. at 37. Examples include Parchman Farm (Mississippi State Penitentiary) and
Angola (Louisiana State Penitentiary).
41. See generally Cooke, supra note 5, at 39 (describing how many farms have closed
due to low profits, rising costs, and the inability to compete with the technological advances of
agribusiness).
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public come over five days to watch incarcerated individuals ride bulls.42 The
competitions lack legitimacy43 and give the proceedings “an air of the
gladiator’s arena.”44 These events exploit the animals and humans alike and
lack any resemblance of the therapeutic effects that can be achieved through
a legitimate PAP.
C. Tolerated Animal Interactions
Animals that appear in jails and prisons on their own volition are
tolerated to various degrees by prison staff. For example, feral cat colonies
often establish themselves on prison grounds. Accounts documenting feral
cats at San Quentin State Prison in California describe how cats would enter
the grounds via old pipes and sewage tunnels and sneak into cellblocks.45 In
the 1970s, San Quentin administrators attempted to end inmates’ feeding of
the feral cats to control the population,46 but the colony continued to grow.47
By the 1990s, the population was so high that the facility trapped cats and
sent about 200 to be euthanized offsite every year.48 In response, staff,
inmates, and the local Humane Society worked together to catch, vaccinate,
sterilize, tag, and often find homes for the cats.49
Over time and at different facilities, the level to which the appearance
of wild or feral animals are accepted by staff and prison administration has
varied. For example, at Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF), feral
cats have a long history of roaming the yards. While interviewing two
formerly incarcerated women from CCWF, their accounts differed of how
staff and administration reacted to the cats. The first explained that the
inmates can receive disciplinary write-ups for touching or feeding cats or
other animals on the premises, such as bunnies, birds, and squirrels.50
However, the second recounted women rescuing feral kittens who were sick
or injured, feeding them, nursing them to health, and then working with staff

42. See Evan Rosser, Prison Break, SPORTSNET (Dec. 2, 2103),
https://www.sportsnet.ca/more/angolas-prison-rodeo-offers-inmates-death-defying-taste-freedom.
43. See generally id. (describing how the rodeo has created new events just for
entertainment purposes and how the inmates are dehumanized and ‘comically doomed.’ For
example, the ‘Guts and Glory’ event features over thirty inmates trying to grab a poker chip that is
tied between a bull’s horns for a cash prize). This event warrants further analysis in regards to its
racial and moral implications which are outside the scope of this note.
44. Id.
45. San Quentin’s Feral Felines Find Friends in Inmates, DESERET NEWS (Mar. 23,
1994), https://www.deseret.com/1994/3/24/19098865/san-quentin-s-feral-felines-find-friends-ininmates.
46. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 68.
47. Id.
48. Id.
49. San Quentin’s Feral Felines, supra note 45.
50. Online Interview with Kelly Savage (Apr. 27, 2022).
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to “parole them out” by giving the cats to staff members who would take the
cats home.51

MODERN PRISON ANIMAL PROGRAMS
A. Birth of Modern Prison Animal Programs
The first documented exchange regarding the prospect of bringing dogs
into an institution appears in letters written in 1919 between Secretary of
Interior Franklin K. Lane and William Alanson White, M.D.52 The Secretary
inquired if it would be practicable to bring some dogs to the government
mental institution for the men to play with and questioned if that had been
attempted at other institutions.53 The doctor replied explaining he had not
heard of such a program being attempted, but that he would be very glad to
try it.54 While the implementation of dogs at this particular facility is
unknown, this type of vision and open-mindedness to new animal programs
has proven instrumental in their growth.
The first successful animal therapy program was documented in 1975 at
the Oakwood Forensic Center (formerly Lima State Hospital for the
Criminally Insane) in Ohio.55 The events leading up to the study were quite
accidental,56 after a psychiatric social worker, David Lee, noticed that some
patients in his ward partnered together to care for an injured sparrow that had
been found on the prison yard.57 These patients were among the most
depressed and noncommunicative patients in the ward, but they teamed up to
care for the bird, hiding it in a broom closet and catching insects to provide
food. The inmates’ behavior improved and, for the first time, they began
acting like a group by showing camaraderie and relating well to the staff.58
When the staff realized that “animals could be effective therapy, the
hospital proposed a study to evaluate the benefits and wrote guidelines to
protect the animals.”59 A year-long study was conducted comparing two
identical wards—one with pets, the other without. The pets included small
animals, such as fish and rabbits.60 Although there was some initial concern
for the safety of the animals,61 the findings were striking: the ward with the
pets “required half the amount of medication, had reduced violence, and there
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Online Interview with Michele Scott (Apr. 24, 2022).
Strimple, supra note 2, at 71.
Id.
Id.
Cooke, supra note 5, at 39.
Strimple, supra note 2, at 72.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Desistance, supra note 8, at 38.
Id.
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were no suicide attempts. The other ward had eight suicides attempted during
that period.”62 In the years following this initial study, five of the ten wards
started pet therapy programs with animals ranging from deer, goats, macaws,
parrots, hamsters, and gerbils to parakeets, ducks, cats, and fifteen
aquariums.63 A follow-up study from 1987 showed that medication levels
continued to decline, as did incidents of violence and suicide attempts.64
The first prison-based dog training program (DTP) began in 1981 at
Washington Corrections Center for Women. The program was started by
Sister Pauline, a self-taught dog trainer, and Dr. Leo Bustad, the Dean of
Washington State University Veterinary College and leader in human-animal
interaction research.65 The program was an important milestone and
revolutionary for three reasons: it was the first program of its kind, it was
founded in a women’s prison,66 and its anecdotal success spurred the growth
of DTPs. The program was a multi-faceted triumph: the women experienced
increased self-esteem, earned college credits, and developed marketable
skills, while the dogs were rescued and trained as support animals.67 The
program continues today under the name Prison Pet Partnership Program,68
and Sister Pauline has started more than seventeen DTPs at other correctional
facilities.69 In the simplest of terms, the program helped “spread the joy of
dogs to inmates.”70
One of the first formal studies of a PAP was performed in 1991 by
Moneymaker and Strimple.71 They studied the People, Animals, and Love
(PAL) program at Lorton Correctional facility in Virginia, which was
initiated in 1983 in partnership with Veterinarian Dr. Earl Strimple.72 In the
PAL adoption program, participants received training and completed an
Assistant Laboratory Animal Technician course spanning twenty-six
weeks.73 Participants were also supervised and evaluated on their level of
care and attention to the animals.74 Before joining, participants were screened
for ideal traits, including “compassion, understanding, love and

62. Strimple, supra note 2, at 72.
63. James M. Moneymaker & Earl O. Strimple, Animals and Inmates: A Sharing
Companionship Behind Bars, 16 J. OFFENDER REHAB. 133, 140 (1991).
64. Id.
65. Cooke, supra note 5, at 40.
66. Id. (explaining how most prison programs start in men’s prisons and later adapted for
women’s prisons).
67. Strimple, supra note 2, at 72.
68. Cooke, supra note 5, at 40.
69. Strimple, supra note 2, at 72.
70. Todd Harkrader et al., Pound Puppies: The Rehabilitative Uses of Dogs in
Correctional Facilities, 66 CORR. TODAY, 74, 75 (2004).
71. Moneymaker & Strimple, supra note 63, at 142.
72. Id.
73. Id. at 143.
74. Id. at 142-43.
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responsibility.”75 Even though the participants may have been among the
most well-adjusted prisoners, given that they were admitted to the program,
they still reported decreased feelings of loneliness and isolation,”76 had fewer
disciplinary infractions, reduced drug use, and demonstrated “considerable
change” in their attitudes toward others and senses of self-worth.77 This in
part was due to the participants’ own admissions that it was impactful to be
entrusted with the care of another living creature. While prisons are not
designed to encourage care or nurturing, the presence of animals measurably
increased the participants’ levels of compassion and concern.78
B. 2006: National Survey of PAPs
In 2006, Gennifer Furst conducted the first national survey of PAPs in
the United States to document the growing trend in animal programming. To
compile data for the study, Furst sent surveys to the top administrator of every
State’s department of correction.79 Thirty-six States reported on seventy-one
designs of PAPs at 159 sites throughout the country, ten States reported they
did not have any PAPs, and four did not respond.80 The PAPs in place took
on multiple designs, including programs focused on visitation, wildlife
rehabilitation, livestock care, pet adoption, service animal socialization,
vocational programs, community service programs, and multimodal
programs. Table 3.1 provides a description of each design.
Table 3.1 PAP Designs81
Program Type
Description
Visitation programs
Companion animals brought to facility by
humane society or nonprofit organization at
specified times
Wildlife rehabilitation
Participants care for injured wildlife, which
programs
are then released
Livestock care
Farm animal care including milking and calf
programs
raising; fish breeding
Pet adoption programs
Animals are adopted and cared for by
individual inmates

75. Id. at 144.
76. Desistance, supra note 8, at 39.
77. Moneymaker & Strimple, supra note 63, at 148.
78. Id. at 150.
79. Gennifer Furst, Prison-Based Animal Programs: A National Survey, 86 PRISON J.
407, 417 (2006) [hereinafter National Survey].
80. Id.
81. National Survey, supra note 79, at 413 tbl.1.
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Assistance/work puppies or dogs are raised
and taught basic commands; dog goes on to
specialized training
Participants are trained/certified in animal
grooming/handling/ care
Participants train and care for animals
(including dogs and wild horses), which are
then adopted out to the community
Participants usually do a vocational program
component and a community service program
component

The reported PAPs featured a wide variety of animals, but dogs were
the most common, appearing in 66.2% of the institutions.82 Models that
focused on wildlife rehabilitation included rabbits, raccoons, and birds.83
Other animal programs included horses, pheasants, and llamas.84 At the time
of the survey, cats only appeared in two programs.85
The results of the survey showed that the programs benefited
participants through “the sense of responsibility instilled…the job skills they
foster, the meaningful work they offer, and their positive impact on
patience/anger management and self-esteem.”86 The prison officials reported
no negative elements of the PAPs themselves, yet one negative aspect that
frequently arose was “staff resistance to implementing the program.”87 When
asked whether they would recommend PAPs to other prison administrations;
sixty out of sixty-one responding prison officials (98.4%) reported that they
would.88 The single warden who reported that he would not recommend a
PAP explained that while he did like the program, it did not provide any
revenue, hence his lack of a recommendation.89
C. Reasons for PAP Growth
There are several reasons for the explosive growth of PAPs. They meet
multiple goals of benefiting inmates by providing a treatment and/or
vocational program, fostering a positive image of the facility and
encouraging positive community relations, addressing the larger social issues
of rescuing unwanted pets and relieving overcrowded animal shelters, and
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Id. at 420.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 419.
Desistance, supra note 8, at 39.
Id.
COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 90.
Id.
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providing a source of revenue for the facilities.90 Additionally, the demand in
the market for working dogs has substantially increased, but the requisite
training is time-intensive work.91 Prison inmates are “ideal candidates to
conduct the intensive and time-consuming training required for animals to go
on to specialized service work.”92
Just as in the 2006 survey, most PAPs continue to involve dogs. As of
2019, over 300 correctional facilities had implemented PAPs with dogs.93
While DTPs vary widely,94 they fall into two broad categories with distinct
purposes: 1) training and rehabilitating shelter or rescued dogs to make them
more attractive for adoption, or 2) training and preparing dogs to become
specialized service dogs that support handicapped populations or serve as
drug-detection dogs.95 DTPs also vary in admittance criteria, considering
factors obtained through “interviews, psychological tests, criminal history,
history with animals, length of sentence remaining, and behavior records.”96
However, the human participants need not always be completely free of
disciplinary infractions.97 In fact, some programs include offenders with
behavioral problems, with the “aim of encouraging prosocial behavior.”98
Another reason for the prolific growth and success of PAPs is that they
are extremely flexible. Programs do not need to be boxed in by tight
specifications; instead, they can react to the limitations of each specific prison
and respond to the unique needs of their communities. For example, the dogs
involved can come from a variety of sources—they could be “death row
dogs”, who are likely to be euthanized at a local animal shelter99; Labrador
puppies bred specially for the PAPs;100 or purebred dogs for breed-specific
programs, such as former racing greyhounds who need help adjusting to life
off the track.101 Some prisons with DTPs keep the participating dogs near
general population, and some have specific honor dorms or “dog dorms”
where the dogs and their handlers live.102
90. National Survey, supra note 79, at 412-13.
91. Johnson, supra note 3, at 86; Mary Renck Jalongo, Introduction: Building a
Rationale for Prison Dog Programs, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION
IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 1, 8 (Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019).
92. National Survey, supra note 79, at 413.
93. Cooke, supra note 5, at 41.
94. Id.
95. Sue D. Weaver, Prison Animal Training Programs: Attachment Theory as an
Explanation for Changes in Inmate Behavior 2 (Nov. 2015) (Ph.D. dissertation, Northcentral
University) (on file with author).
96. Cooke, supra note 5, at 41.
97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Weaver, supra note 95, at 41.
100. Id.
101. Id. at 57.
102. Leslie B. Hill & Benjamin Wright, Considering the Correctional Context: Security
Issues in Prison-Based Dog Training Programs, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND
REHABILITATION IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 99, 105 (Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019).
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While designs and programs can vary, the key component to a PAP is
that the program should mutually benefit the human and the animal.103 The
interspecies relationships can bring about belonging and companionship.104
By providing a service to the community while caring for and training the
animals, the inmates are able to make a positive contribution to society.105
Finding meaning or purpose in life is possible in these rehabilitative PAP
models.106
D. Cat Programs
Cat programs also are gaining in popularity. As previously described,
the interaction and care of feral cats on prison grounds is a common
occurrence and tolerated to varying degrees.107 At the time of the 2006
national survey, only one formal PAP included cats in their program
model.108 As of 2019, over twenty-five correctional facilities had
implemented cat programs.109 Inmates typically care for and socialize kittens
and cats from animal shelters or foster cats with behavioral and health
issues.110
The most common form of cat program is Trap-Neuter-Return
(TNR).111 This is often implemented to control growing feral cat populations
on prison grounds. As the program name suggests, feral cats are trapped,
fixed, and either returned to their original environments on the prison grounds
or occasionally adopted into the community.112 TNR programs tend to be
reactionary, sometimes because of prison administrations making rules to
prevent prisoners from feeding the cats and even threatening to euthanize the
cats. For example, in 2014, prison officials at Bayside State Prison in New
Jersey ordered inmates to stop feeding cats of a well-established feral colony
that had been on the premises for years.113 An outside organization, Alley Cat
Allies, stepped in to assist with finding a better solution for the cats and the
prisoners, who had developed deep emotional ties to the felines.114 All the
cats, sixteen in total, were trapped, neutered, vaccinated, given required

103. Johnson, supra note 3, at 80.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. See supra Section II.C.
108. National Survey, supra note 79, at 419.
109. Cooke, supra note 5, at 43.
110. Id. at 42.
111. Id. at 43.
112. Id. at 43 n.2.
113. Save the Cats of Bayside State Prison, ALLEY CAT ALLIES (Nov. 18, 2014),
https://www.alleycat.org/save-the-cats-of-bayside-state-prison.
114. Good News for Bayside Cats, ALLEY CAT ALLIES (Dec. 19, 2014),
https://www.alleycat.org/good-news-for-bayside-cats.
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medical attention, and released back to the grounds.115 This ensured the cat
population would not expand while meeting the humanitarian needs of the
prisoners, prison staff, and prison operations.116 While TNR programs are a
great solution for feral populations, they do not offer the type of rehabilitative
programming or formal inmate-animal interaction that is integral to a true
PAP and should be cautiously labeled as such.
One program that better fits the definition of a PAP is a cat program
started in 1982 at the Lorton Correctional Complex in Virginia. Veterinarian
Earl Strimple was already at the prison due to his involvement in founding
the dog training program, PAL.117 He noticed that there was a large colony
of feral cats established on the prison grounds and learned that inmates
commonly fed cats their own human food.118 Concerned that the cats were
not receiving adequate nutrition, Dr. Strimple used his professional
connections to arrange for donations to ensure enhanced care for the feral
cats. Hill’s Pet Nutrition supplied Science Diet cat food for over ten years
and various drug companies provided vaccines and other medications.119 Dr.
Strimple described the donations as being “essential for a viable program.”120
While this cat program began in reaction to an existing feral colony, it was
more purposeful than TNR programs. As the program grew, the cats were
better cared for.121
Outside of feral cats and TNR programs, more formal cat programs have
been initiated over the years. Participants care for kittens and cats from local
animal shelters,122 and once the cats are rehabilitated, they are adopted
directly through the cat program or by partnering with the local animal
shelter.123 Programs vary, but the cats often stay in the cells with their
participant caretakers.124 For example, inmates participating in Inmates
Nursing Kittens (INK), at a Nevada prison, care for orphaned kittens who do
not have a mother to take care of them.125 The cats stay in the cells with
115. Id.
116. Reinvigorated TNR Program at Bayside State Prison, ALLEY CAT ALLIES (Jan. 14,
2015), https://www.alleycat.org/ reinvigorated-tnr-program-at-bayside-state-prison/.
117. See supra Section III.C.
118. Strimple, supra note 2, at 73.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Id. The program was discontinued in 1998 when the Federal Bureau of Prisons took
over the Lorton facility.
122. Cooke, supra note 5, at 42-43.
123. Id. at 43.
124. Scott Interview, supra note 51 (describing how this model may work at some
facilities, but not all. For example, at Central California Women’s Facility, there are eight women
to a room. The rooms are stuffed and overcrowded, and housing cats in this type of environment
would pose many logistical problems).
125. Olivia DeGennaro, ‘Inmates Nursing Kittens’ Program Gives Both Felons and
Felines
New
Lease
on
Life,
KRNV
NEWS
4
(May
12,
2016),
https://mynews4.com/news/local/inmates-nursing-kittens-program-gives-both-felons-and-felinesnew-lease-on-life. See infra app. fig. 5-6.
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participants who give them constant care and attention.126 The inmates not
only save the lives of the kittens; they also take a strain off of the local
humane society which does not have a large foster program.127
Another innovative cat program is the Felines and Offenders
Rehabilitation with Affection, Reformation and Dedication (FORWARD)
program at Pendleton Correctional Facility in Indiana. The more than twenty
cats in the program come from local shelters and are placed in the prison’s
“cat sanctuary,” an open room with scratching posts, climbing structures and
nooks the cats can hide in.128 Caring for the cats is considered a work
assignment for the participants, who spend six hours every day in the cat
visitation room and, in exchange, receive twenty cents an hour.129 Their
responsibilities include cleaning the sanctuary, cleaning litter boxes,
providing food and water, trimming nails, brushing the cats, and even
cleaning the cats’ ears.130 The cat sanctuary provides relief to the local
shelters, which are overwhelmed, and accordingly keeps the cats from
euthanasia. Some of the cats come from abusive households or were found
on the streets. One participant said the cats with “troubled pasts are hard to
warm up to and care for,” but it’s “his job to let them know they’re cared for,
to not give up.”131

BENEFITS OF HUMAN-ANIMAL INTERACTIONS
Connecting inmates with animals brings about a range of beneficial
therapeutic results. Anecdotal research shows that animal programs can result
in many positive “physical, psychological, social, behavioral, vocational, and
environmental benefits” for the inmates and dogs, as well as correctional
staff and society.132 While interacting with “cute, fuzzy animals may seem
anathema to the traditional, male-dominated field of criminology/criminal
justice, it is no longer possible to dismiss the potential in connecting people
and animals.”133
Over the years, doctors have begun to prescribe pets as “good
medicine”134 based on the developed literature that describe human-animal
126. Cooke, supra note 5, at 42-43.
127. DeGennaro, supra note 125.
128. Jordan Erb, Behind Prison Walls, Cats and Inmates Rehabilitate Each Other
Through
Animal
Care
Program,
INDIANAPOLIS
STAR
(Oct.
19.
2020),
https://www.indystar.com/story/news/local/indianapolis/2020/10/19/cats-inmates-rehabilitateeach-other-through-animal-care-program/5798291002. See infra app. fig 4.
129. Id.
130. Id.
131. Id.
132. Lauren Humby & Elaine Barclay, Pawsitive Solutions: An Overview of Prison Dog
Programs in Australia, 98 PRISON J. 580, 582 (2018).
133. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 1.
134. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 17.
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interactions as therapeutic.135 The idea that animals can benefit humans is
“accepted by mainstream psychological, educational, medical researchers,
and practitioners”.136 Doctors recommend companion animals for everything
from physical impairments, like blindness and deafness, surgery recuperation
and high blood pressure, to substance use disorder and aging disorders.137
Interacting with animals has also been shown to be an effective intervention
for people with chronic mental illness and people who have been physically
or sexually abused.138
A. Physiological Benefits
Most of the existing research on physiological benefits of animal
therapy comes from studies with populations other than prison inmates,
particularly the elderly.139 However, there is nothing to suggest that the
benefits bestowed on incarcerated individuals would be any different from
other populations. A 1989 study conducted by Katcher of Lorton
Correctional Complex’s PAL program140 examined the effects of pets on
prisoners’ blood pressure. While the study revealed the mere presence of the
animal did not influence resting blood pressure when participants spoke to
the experimenter, there was a significant drop in blood pressure when
participants spoke to the pets.141 Interestingly, the pets of the participants
included birds, fish, and other small mammals142, seeming to imply that the
presence of the pet is more important than the species of the animal. In more
recent studies, PAP participants reported physical changes such as weight
loss, increased energy, increased exercise, and improved sleep.143 Other
reported benefits include increased stability in blood sugar for diabetics.144
The prevalence of chronic health conditions are more common in
prisoners than in the general population.145 There are higher rates of
hypertension, diabetes, asthma, and arthritis in prisoners.146 A multitude of
factors can lead to these health conditions, including unhealthy living
conditions prior to confinement, substandard meals, overcrowding, violence,

135. National Survey, supra note 79, at 407.
136. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 17-18.
137. National Survey, supra note 79, at 408.
138. Id.
139. Id. at 409.
140. See supra Section III.A.
141. Aaron Katcher, et al., Evaluation of a Pet Program in Prison – The PAL Project at
Lorton, 2 ANTHROZOÖS 175, 176 (1989).
142. Id. at 175.
143. Humby & Barclay, supra note 132, at 583.
144. Desistance, supra note 8, at 43.
145. Seena Fazel & Jacques Baillargeon, The Health of Prisoners, 377 THE LANCET,
956, 959 (2011).
146. Id.
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sexual assault, and solitary confinement.147 When inmates are released, most
of them leave prison with more chronic medical problems than they had when
they arrived.148 The potential for PAPs to alleviate some of the prisoners’
conditions is worth noting and should not be overlooked as a low-cost therapy
that can benefit a large number of inmates.
B. Psychiatric Benefits
Rates of mental illness are significantly higher among incarcerated
individuals than non-incarcerated individuals.149 Jail inmates (26.4%)
experience a significantly higher rate of serious psychological distress than
the general adult population (5%).150 Studies show high rates of depression,
personality disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder, severe trauma and abuse
among incarcerated individuals.151 Institutions have begun incorporating
animals to address these issues.152 Studies indicate the presence of animals
and PAPs can enhance mood stabilization, increase empathy and selfesteem,153 reduce the need for anti-depressants,154 and reduce tension.155
Research has found that interacting with animals also improves inmates’
emotional and psychological well-being.156 Just as animals positively affect
the general public, prisoner participants in animal programs exhibit improved
moods, enhanced emotional regulation, and increased motivation.157 Other
positive outcomes include increases in physical energy, improved trust, and
reductions in self-harm.158 Animal interactions create psychological benefits
on their own, but they are also shown to complement and enhance other
therapeutic interventions. A 2020 study by Kunz-Lomelin and Nordberg
sought to identify some of the changes to inmates participating in a five-week
dog training program. Their study concluded that successful completion of
the animal program led to significantly lower symptoms of PTSD,
depression, and anxiety, confirming earlier reports in existing literature.159

147. JULIA ACKER, ET. AL., MASS INCARCERATION THREATENS HEALTH EQUITY IN
AMERICA 7 (2009).
148. Id. at 6.
149. Alan Kunz-Lomelin & Anne Nordberg, Assessing the Impact of an Animal-Assisted
Intervention for Jail Inmates, 59 J. OFFENDER REHAB. 65, 65 (2020).
150. Id. at 65-67.
151. Fazel & Baillargeon, supra note 145, at 956-57.
152. Kunz-Lomelin & Nordberg, supra note 149, at 65-66.
153. Kunz-Lomelin & Nordberg, supra note 149, at 67.
154. Desistance, supra note 8, at 43.
155. National Survey, supra note 79, at 410.
156. Kunz-Lomelin & Nordberg, supra note 149, at 67.
157. Id.
158. Id. at 67-68.
159. Id. at 65.
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C. Benefits on Pains and Strains of Imprisonment
Pets can have a real impact on the loneliness and rejection experienced
by inmates in correctional facilities.”160 While inmates may feel that they
have been rejected by society, animals accept the individuals unconditionally
and do not judge them for their past transgressions or mistakes.161
Additionally, there are often few outlets in prison for touching and
caressing—the mutual affection between the inmate an animal offers a
unique bonding experience.162 These interactions can be truly therapeutic and
“stimulate a kind of love and caring that is not poisoned or inhibited by the
prisoners’ experiences with people.”163 Symbolically, there are also
similarities between prison inmates and stray or abandoned animals. Both
groups are “unwanted by society” and are placed in confinement (prisons and
shelters, respectively) until “deemed worthy of release by society, or put to
death.”164 This synergy can lead to very meaningful interactions between the
prisoners and the animals.
It has been suggested that the pains of imprisonment165 are experienced
more strongly among females than males.166 A 2015 study by Cooke and
Farrington found that incarcerated females’ participation in dog training
programs helped alleviate the pains of imprisonment, improved their
psychological and emotional health via stress release and comfort, and the
women experienced a “healing effect.”167 Most of the participants were
mothers separated from their children, and the dogs served as a replacement
for the desire to nurture a living being and show physical affection through
touching and kissing.168 Although men have also reported that they care for
dogs just as they would care for a child or family member,169 the ease on
women appears to be especially significant.
D. Employability, Reduced Recidivism, and Increased Desistance
One of the most promulgated reasons for implementing PAPs is the
indication that inmate participation leads to enhanced employability after
release and reduces recidivism rates. Proponents have suggested that the
practical skills acquired while working with dogs could lead to post-release
160. National Survey, supra note 79, at 409.
161. Id. at 411-412.
162. Id. at 408.
163. Id. at 412.
164. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 155.
165. See generally Hill, supra note 4, at 433-34 (describing how the introduction of
prison animal programs can reduce the pains and strains of imprisonment).
166. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 26.
167. Id.
168. Id..
169. Id. at 27.
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employment in animal care services, such as dog training, grooming, work in
animal shelters, or as a veterinary assistant or technician.170 The Prison Pet
Partnership Program at Washington Correction Center for Women171 even
offers college credits for courses the participants complete as part of the
program.172 However, there is a lack of statistical data regarding how many
individuals involved in PAPs find work with animals after release, and this
is an area that warrants further study.173
A number of studies have tried to measure recidivism rates of
participants in dog training programs.174 The results are mixed and should
thus be interpreted cautiously.175 Some studies showed lowered or complete
lack of recidivism for PAP participants, but the data is often collected
anecdotally.176 One study showed that women who participated in DTPs
reduced recidivism by approximately thirty percent.177 Other more controlled
studies found that participation in DTPs significantly reduces the likelihood
of arrest within one year of prison release.178 However, recidivism is a
complex subject, so parsing out recidivism rates based on one variable, like
PAP participation, is difficult to measure statistically. It can also be difficult
to obtain statistical information because prisons are often not allowed to
contact prisoners post-release. Most significantly, any study is subject to
selection bias of participants who may already belong to a group that would
be less likely to offend post-release, thereby altering statistical
measurements.
Leslie Brooke Hill wrote a 2016 dissertation assessing the effects of
participation in DTPs on prison misconduct, post-release employment and
recidivism in Florida.179 The study compared existing studies on recidivism,
and statistical data showed that participation “can lead to moderate reductions
in the likelihood of being arrested.”180 Within the first year of release, the
likelihood of DTP participants’ rearrest was reduced by eighteen to twentytwo percent.181 Hill concluded that “any program that can reduce the
170. Jalongo, supra note 91, at 6 (Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019).
171. See supra Section III.A.
172. Barbara J. Cooke & David P. Farrington, The Effectiveness of Dog-Training
Programs in Prison: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of the Literature, 96 PRISON J. 854,
858 (2016).
173. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 30.
174. See generally Cooke, supra note 171, at 860-64 (comparing ten quantitative
recidivism studies).
175. Humby & Barclay, supra note 132, at 585.
176. Id.
177. Jalongo, supra note 170, at 7.
178. Leslie Brooke Hill, Becoming the Person Your Dog Thinks You Are: An Assessment
of Florida Prison-Based Dog Training Programs on Prison Misconduct, Post-Release Employment
and Recidivism (Apr. 12, 2016) (Ph.D Dissertation, Florida State University) (ProQuest).
179. See generally id.
180. Id. at 131.
181. Id.
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likelihood of this large population from being arrested… is worth
implementing.”182
PAPs clearly have rehabilitative potential,183 the full capacity of which
is still unknown.184 Even without statistical numbers, the transformation
inmates experience while participating in DTPs provides them with excellent
opportunities to self-reflect, motivation to move on with life, and drive to
succeed after release from prison.185 In that regard, it may be more helpful to
measure success in terms of desistance, and look beyond DTPs capability for
rehabilitation to their capability for transformation.186
Traditionally, rehabilitation aims to change the way a person behaves
and “restore the individual to some former state that may or may not have
worked for the individual in the first place.”187 Unlike rehabilitation,
transformation is “future oriented… [it] originates from within,. . . [and]
works to completely transform the person’s way of thinking.”188 The focus is
not only on the individual; it looks outward and considers how to contribute
to the lives of others.189 This transformation is encouraged by participation in
altruistic activity,190 and it does not have to be a contribution to someone
else’s life, it can be to something else’s life—the life of an animal. Through
altruistic interactions with animals, incarcerated individuals can develop a
“sense of purpose and meaning, allowing them to redeem themselves from
their past mistakes, and legitimizing the person’s claim to having
changed.”191 Further, this can help individuals reject their past offender
identities and adopt a new identity with new values and new goals.192 This
way of developing desistance and transformation is a major benefit from
participating in PAPs.
E. Criticism of Purported Benefits
While the anecdotal evidence of the success of PAPs and its beneficial
effects on prisoners continues to stack up, it is not without criticism. A 2018
article describes the scarcity of empirical evidence on the physiological
impacts of PAPs on inmates.193 Some studies even found that animal

182. Id. at 132.
183. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 155.
184. Id. at 153.
185. Harkrader, supra note 70, at 76.
186. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 2.
187. Ending the Culture of Street Crime, 84 PRISON J. 48S, 64S (2004).
188. Ending the Culture of Street Crime, supra note 187, at 63S.
189. Id. at 64S.
190. Desistance, supra note 8, at 39.
191. Id. at 39-40.
192. Id. at 40 (citing Hans Toch, Altruistic Activity as Correctional Treatment, 44 INT’L
J. OFFENDER THERAPY & COMP. CRIMINOLOGY 270, 276 (2000)).
193. Humby, supra note 132, at 582.
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programs do not lead to significant differences in self-esteem or mood.194
Systematic analysis of programs and their measured impact is limited.195 A
proposed explanation for the lack of analysis is the difficulty of accessing
prison population due to complex logistics of permission from prison
authorities.196
As previously mentioned, inmates that participate in PAPs are screened
and evaluated before participating in PAPs.197 They often must be disciplinefree, complete interviews, and may be considered the most psychologically
healthy inmates prior to participating.198 Therefore, it can be hard to discern
whether positive effects are due to the PAP itself or whether they are just a
reflection of “the healthiest inmates rising to the top.”199 Additionally, most
studies have small sample sizes, qualitative data relying on self-reporting by
prisoners, and encompass a wide range of programs and populations.200 These
limitations make it difficult to accurately identify which type of program is
most effective and which inmate population can benefit the most.201 On the
other hand, the flexibility in formats, settings, and populations of both
inmates and animals is one of the features that makes PAPs so adaptable to
any institution, prisoner, and animal need.

PROPOSAL: CAT VISITATION ROOMS
This note proposes a potential design for a PAP in the form of a cat
visitation room that correctional centers could implement at their facilities.
The cat visitation room would be modeled after existing “cat café”
establishments, which allow paying patrons to visit, watch, and play with
resident cats.202 The proposal would include an enclosed space dedicated to
several resident cats that live at the facility, preferably cats from local shelters
that are awaiting adoption or facing euthanasia. The cat visitation room
would be similar to the “cat sanctuary” design in place at Pendleton
Correctional Facility.203 However, instead of limiting cat sanctuary access to
194. Kunz-Lomelin & Nordberg, supra note 149, at 68.
195. Id.
196. Humby & Barclay, supra note 132, at 582.
197. See supra Part I.
198. Angela K. Fournier et al., Human-Animal Interaction in a Prison Setting: Impact
on Criminal Behavior, Treatment Progress, and Social Skills, 16 BEHAV. & SOC. ISSUES 89, 92
(2007).
199. Angela K. Fournier, Pen Pals: An Examination of Human-Animal Interaction as an
Outlet for Healthy Masculinity in Prison, in MEN AND THEIR DOGS 175, 191 (C. Blazina & L. R.
Kogan eds., 2016).
200. Kunz-Lomelin & Nordberg, supra note 149, at 68.
201. Id.
202. Much of the background information and proposed program ideas come as a result
of the author’s visits to and interviews conducted at KitTea Cat Lounge in San Francisco, California
(Feb. 27, 2022) and Cat Town in Oakland, California. (Mar. 25, 2022). See infra app. fig. 1-3.
203. See supra Section III.D.
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the prisoners who are there for work assignments, the proposed cat visitation
room would be accessible to any qualified prisoner and use a scheduling
system so that only a few prisoners visit at a time. The scheduling system
would allow many inmates to participate without overwhelming the cats.
This is different from dog training programs, which often only allow for a
small number of dog handlers to participate. The cat visitation room would
not be outcome-driven with the goal of training the cats. Instead,
implementation of the program would be to benefit the inmates and rescue
the cats. Once a successful program is established with resident cats, the
program could consider expanding to introduce cats or kittens that need to be
socialized with the end goal of adopting them out to new homes.
This proposal suggests the program be initiated at a women’s prison for
a variety of reasons. As discussed, women experience the pains and strains
of imprisonment more intensely than men.204 Over fifty-eight percent of all
women in U.S. prisons are mothers and most are the primary caretakers of
their children prior to incarceration.205 Their deep feelings of loss, separation,
and grief206 could be partially eased by the presence of cat visitation rooms.
This is not to say that the presence of a cat can replace the loss of a child, but
the opportunity to watch, pet, cradle, play with, and love a cat could have a
profound effect on the women.
Most people most closely associate prisons with men.207 In 2014,
women comprised just over seven percent of the prison population in the
United States.208 While much smaller than the number of men, the female
prison population is extremely significant because the number of incarcerated
women has increased by over 700% in the last forty years, rising from
approximately 26,000 in 1980 to over 222,000 in 2019.209 Because of the
longstanding focus on men, most programs have been developed for men.
With the rapid growth of the incarceration of women, access to programs and
diversions are lacking in women’s facilities.210 Further, it would be easier to
implement a new program at a women’s facility because they lack some of
the complexities of men’s prisons. For example, women are not assigned to
different yards based on security level, and there are no segregated special
204. See supra Section IV.C.
205. Wanda Bertam & Wendy Sawyer, Prisons and Jails Will Separate Millions of
Mothers from Their Children in 2021, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE (May 5, 2021),
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2021/05/05/mothers-day-2021.
206. RICKIE SOLINGER ET AL., INTERRUPTED LIFE: EXPERIENCES OF INCARCERATED
WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES 65 (2010).
207. BARBARA OWEN ET AL., IN SEARCH OF SAFETY: CONFRONTING INEQUALITY IN
WOMEN’S IMPRISONMENT 1 (2017).
208. Id.
209. THE SENTENCING PROJECT, FACT SHEET: INCARCERATED WOMEN AND GIRLS
(2020).
210. Aleks Kajstura, States of Women’s Incarceration: The Global Context 2018,
PRISON POL’Y INITIATIVE (June 2018), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/global/women/2018.html.
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needs yards based on sexuality, gang involvement, or sex crimes. Instead, the
general population of women prisoners is blended.211 Women’s facilities are
typically smaller than men’s prisons, making an innovative program easier to
establish. Further, women’s prisons and jails are less violent than male
prisons.212 The first dog training program was founded at a women’s prison
with much success and led the way for the hundreds of DTPs that have come
since.213 It is both possible and probable that a cat visitation room could do
the same.
A. Needs of Stakeholders
Cat visitation rooms would benefit the institution, the inmates, and the
cats in the community.214 Some of the needs that would be met for appropriate
stakeholders for cat visitation rooms are as follows in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Needs Assessment of Stakeholders215
Correctional facilities need…
• Interventions capable of transforming thinking and habits in
positive directions.
• Recreational opportunities that function as a reward system for
inmates.
• Cost-effective strategies to promote rehabilitation.
• Evidence-based initiatives that reduce recidivism.
• Programs that support successful reentry upon release.
• Tangible evidence of contributions to the larger community that
counteract stereotypes.
• Cost-effective ways to improve to overall physical health and
mental health of inmates.
Inmates need…
• Opportunities to discover talents, acquire marketable skill sets,
and advance learning.
• Opportunities that contribute to the formation of new identities
and contribute to desistance.

211. Scott Interview, supra note 51 (basing generalizations on women’s facilities in
California, particularly CCWF).
212. OWEN ET AL., supra note 207, at 15-16.
213. See supra Section III.A.
214. Mary Renck Jalongo et al., Planning and Implementing a Prison Dog Program, in
PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION IN CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 53, 58
(Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019) [hereinafter Planning and Implementing].
215. Id. at 59 tbl.4.2.
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More occasions for positive interactions with corrections
administrators and staff.
Opportunities to collaborate with dedicated and altruistic
community members supporting the program.
Opportunities to exhibit altruistic behavior.

Communities need…
• A reliable and safe location to place cats when local shelters
become overwhelmed.
• Cats that are socialized and well-behaved for families that are
considering adopting a cat.
• Support if a cat adoption does not work out and it has to be
rehomed or returned to a shelter.
Cats in the community need…
• Treatment consistent with enlightened views of animal welfare.
• Investments of time, attention, patience, and care from humans.
• Lives lived in loving environments; in some cases, second or
subsequent chances at homes.
• Socialization that reflects enlightened, evidence-based practices.

B. Prison Considerations
There are several considerations for the prison administration, staff, and
inmates that follow in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Considerations from the Perspective of Inmates and
Staff216
• The health and safety of all prisoners, staff, and animals.
• Allergies experienced by inmates or staff.217
• Fear of animals or unfamiliarity of interacting with animals.218

216. See Gerardo Perez-Camargo & Edward T. Cregan, The Design of Visitation
Facilities to Engage Patients with Their Own Cats and Dogs, 31 COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES IN
CLINICAL PRAC. 193, 194 tbl.2 [hereinafter Design of Facilities].
217. See infra Section VI.A.
218. See infra Section VI.B.
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All cats must be vaccinated, clean, and free from parasites and
zoonotic diseases; the cats should be pre-screened and treated
medically at a partnering veterinary office prior to arrival.
There is a need for pet visitation process and rules, which will
need to be communicated clearly to all those involved in the pet
visitation process.
Access to training and instruction in regards to interacting with
the cats.

C. Design Requirements
Many concepts must be considered when designing a cat visitation room
or repurposing an existing room at a correctional facility into a cat visitation
room.219 Table 5.3 includes some items that are absolute minimum
requirements, while other items are suggestions for an ideal scenario, such as
if a new space were to be constructed for the cat visitation room.

•

•

•

•

Table 5.3 Cat Visitation Room Design Requirements220
Minimum Requirements
Ideal Features
Hygiene
The room should be easy to
• A deep-clean should be
clean and cleaned on a
conducted once/week.221
regular basis.
• Access to a sink with hot and
Access to paper towels, trash
cold water, disinfectant wipes,
bin, and other cleaning
and rags.
materials.
• Laundry facilities should be
Provide a storage area or
accessible to facilitate the
locker for cleaning items like
washing of items like blankets,
detergents, disinfectants,
beds, or toys.222
paper towels, wipes, broom,
• Use nonabsorbent features for
dustpan, and vacuum cleaner
cat furniture, cat houses, shelves,
if available.
and cubbies.223
Floors and walls should
made be of nonabsorbent

219. Design of Facilities, supra note 216, at 197.
220. Id. at 195 tbl.5.
221. Interview with Staff at Cat Town, in Oakland, Cal. (Mar. 25, 2022).
222. Interview with Staff at KitTea Cat Lounge, in S.F., Cal. (Feb. 27, 2022).
223. Online Interview with Michele Scott, supra note 51 (suggesting that furniture be
made in-house via work orders sent to the cabinet making vocation program inside the prison).
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materials that can be cleaned
and disinfected easily.
Cat Waste
To facilitate cleaning of litter • Immediately after cleaning the
boxes, appropriate materials
cat waste, take the trash bags to a
will be required, such as
separate trash location, such as
poop scoops and trash bags.
dumpster, outside of the cat
visitation room.
If a pet eliminates outside the
litter box or vomits, it should • Remove the organic matter and
be cleaned as soon as
clean using enzymatic products
possible.
to break down any residue.
Room Access
Doors should be closed
• A double door system should be
securely so cats do not
at the entrance (so that if a cat
escape.
escapes into the small breezeway
between the two doors, they do
There should be a method in
not escape into the main
place to alert others the door
facility).224
is about to be opened.
Provide furniture for visitors • Glass windows on the doors to
allow for visibility between
like chairs and tables of
doors to alert others the door will
nonabsorbent materials.
be opened. Alternatively, a
doorbell of some type.225
Ventilation
Air ventilation in the room is • Air outlets placed above litter
a must. At the minimum,
boxes to avoid sending
fans should be purposefully
unpleasant odors across the
placed to prevent any odor
room.
build-up.
Cat Needs and Cat Enrichment
Provide pets with continuous • Cats that are anxious may benefit
access to food and fresh,
from commercially developed
clean water.
calming pheromones (like
Feliway) that come in the forms
of sprays.

224. Interview with Staff at Cat Town, supra note 221 (describing the doors as an “air
lock” double door system).
225. Id.
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Provide pet beds226 or soft
materials where cats can
lounge and sleep.
Provide ways for inmates
and cats to interact, such as
laser pointers, pet treats, and
items like dangling cat toys,
balls, and fetch toys.

•

•

•

•
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Cat beds that are elevated work
well, as these make cats feel
safe.227 Cat beds at multiple
heights is ideal to give the cats a
choice of where to go.228
Consider having a
climbing/exploration area229 and
scratching surfaces for cats.
If the room has windows or large
glass panels on the walls, have a
method to add privacy like
curtains or shades; this will help
stressed cats relax.230

Security
Perform security sweeps in
• Install security cameras so the
between visits to check for
room can be monitored without
contraband.
the physical presence of a guard.

D. Cat Requirements
All cats, but especially adult cats, will be unfamiliar with a prison
environment. A high number of new individuals in an unfamiliar place can
stress animals.231 Cats may also be stressed when approached by unfamiliar
people who are looking to alleviate their own stress.232 Whenever possible,
cats should not be immediately introduced to the large visitation room.233
Instead, they should be given an adjustment period in a smaller space, ideally
a kennel, within a smaller room. This room could be adjacent to the large cat
visitation room so that cats can adjust to new noises and smells. If no adjacent
room exists, the kennel could be within the cat visitation room itself. The
226. Online Interview with Michele Scott, supra note 51 (suggesting that cat beds be
made in-house via work orders sent to the upholstery vocation program).
227. Design of Facilities, supra note 216, at 195 tbl.5.
228. Interview with Staff at KitTea Cat Lounge, supra note 222.
229. Online Interview with Michele Scott, supra note 51.
230. Interview with Staff at Cat Town, supra note 221.
231. Design of Facilities, supra note 216, at 194 tbl.1.
232. Id.
233. Mikel Maria Delgado, Cat Cafes Can Be a Force for Good. Here’s How, THE DODO
(Apr. 6, 2014), https://www.thedodo.com/cat-cafes-should-be-a-force-fo-499716333.html.
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kennel should not expose the cat so that it is highly visible; cats like to be
able to hide, and it is important the cat can feel secure in its enclosed space.
The kennel would need to include food, water, litter box, and something soft
like a blanket or cat bed.
E. Other Ideas
A schedule will need to be arranged for visitation. The prison might
initiate a sign-up program to allow inmates to see the cats at staggered times
so as to not overwhelm the cats or exceed capacity of the cat visitation room.
Capacity will be decided based on the physical space, but it is suggested to
start small and increase over time. “Ducats”, which serve as an appointment
slip authorizing inmate movement around a facility without an escort, must
be provided to participants.234
A team of individuals will need to be assembled to take care of daily
responsibilities of cat care, such as feeding, replenishing water, and cleaning
litter boxes.235 It is suggested that inmates volunteer for this role of “cat
porter,” be interviewed, and scheduled for the duties. The prison can either
allow this team to be a volunteer position or a paid prison job. If it is a
volunteer position, the prisoner’s existing work schedules and ducat passes
should adequately allow for the feeding and cleaning to happen every day.
Multiple people should be on the team, even if that means alternating days
between who is on duty. This allows for there to be backup porters in case
someone is sick, transferred, or released.
A procedure will need to be put in place to ensure cats are still fed, given
water, and litter boxes cleaned in the case of a prison lockdown. While cats
can go for days without human socialization, the basic care requirements of
food, water, and clean litter boxes must be met daily. In the case of a
lockdown, it would be ideal to perform a visual check on the cat room
approximately every eight hours to ensure that no problems have erupted,
e.g., accidents, vomit, or issues among the cats.236

234. Online Interview with Michele Scott, supra note 51.
235. See generally TYLER M. HAN ET AL., PRISON-BASED DOG TRAINING PROGRAMS:
STANDARD PROTOCOL, DENVER UNIV. INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN-ANIMAL CONNECTION 31-38
(2018),
https://www.wellbeingintlstudiesrepository.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1001&context=anitob
e (detailing how to train and select dog handlers for dog training programs).
236. Interview with Staff at KitTea Cat Lounge, supra note 222. The number of hours
between visual checks can vary. KitTea Cat Lounge indicated that staff left the facility overnight,
leading to the conclusion that cats could safely be left alone for 8-12 hours.
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F. Needs of Rural Animal Shelters
Rural areas often have broad economic burdens that impact their animal
shelters.237 The shelters struggle with low demand and more animals than can
be given homes.238 Some dog rescues have started moving animals out of
overcrowded, rural shelters to urban shelters by van and by plane.239 Over the
past few decades, a large and disproportionate number of prison facilities
have been built in rural areas.240 It would be ideal for rural prisons to partner
with local animal shelters to help relieve their burden.

HOW CAT VISITATION ROOMS CAN OVERCOME
COMMON OBJECTIONS TO PRISON ANIMAL
PROGRAMS
A. Allergies
A common objection to implementing PAPs is allergies. As many as
fifteen to thirty percent of people are allergic to cats and dogs.241 In dog
training programs, the dogs often traverse through a large area of the facility.
For example, the dogs sleep in individual cells with their handler and walk
through the facility to go outside to the bathroom or play, which exposes the
dogs to a large number of inmates.242 However, with a cat visitation room,
the cats will be kept inside a designated room within the facility. The cat
room will be enclosed with walls and solid doors. Therefore, exposure to
dander and irritants may be less severe because, unlike the wide range of
movement in a facility given to dogs, the cats are in an enclosed space. It is
possible that dander and allergens will move from the clothing of participants
after they visit the cats into the air, which could affect non-participants, but
dander is typically less potent when dispersed.243 Suggested ways to address
this concern include surveying inmates and personnel to determine their

237. Andrew Blum, How America Saved Millions of Dogs – By Moving Them, TIME
(Feb. 3, 2022), https://time.com/ 6144366/dog-adoption-relocation-aspca/.
238. Id.
239. Liz Finch, Finding Pathways to Success for Rural Shelters, BEST FRIENDS
NETWORK
PARTNERS,
https://network.bestfriends.org/proven-strategies/programspotlights/finding-pathways-rural-shelters (last visited May 5, 2022).
240. Sonya R. Porter et al., Correctional Facility and Inmate Locations: Urban and
Rural Status Patterns 1 (U.S. Census Bureau Ctr. Admin. Rec. Rsrh. & Applications, Working
Paper
2017-08,
2017),
https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/workingpapers/2017/adrm/carra-wp-2017-08.pdf.
241. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 56.
242. Harkrader et al., supra note 70, at 78 (describing how some facilities with PAPs
have special areas designated for puppy and dog training away from the general population, like in
an Honor Dorm).
243. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 56.
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allergies and severity, using air cleaners with high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA) filters, seeing if individuals are interested in taking medication to
interact with the cats, and determine if using PPE like gloves and hand
washing helps alleviate symptoms.244 Interaction with the cats is purely
voluntary and inmates can opt-out from participating, thereby limiting their
exposure.245
B. Fears, Phobias, Cultural Concerns
Another common issue related to the implementation of prison animal
programs is inmates’ fear of animals. Over ten percent of people self-report
that they are afraid of dogs and three to seven percent of people have phobias
– irrational fears of dogs.246 A fear of dogs may be related to their large size,
loud bark, and their level of unpredictability, especially in early phases of
training. A facility will likely have procedures in place to keep dogs on-leash
whenever they are moving around to aid in both the training of the dog and
the safety of prisoners. While fear of cats is a legitimate concern to consider
before implementing a program, fears of cats may be less severe than fear of
dogs. By having cat visitation rooms enclosed, individuals who do not want
to encounter the cats will not be subjected to seeing or hearing the cats in
their facility, and all participants will visit the room on an opt-in basis.
In studies assessing animal fears, cats have actually been chosen to
represent “low-fear animals,” along with other small mammals like rabbits,
guinea pigs, and ducks.247 The fears that do exist may come from something
as simple as unfamiliarity with cats, hearing negative stories about cats,
believing they are associated with evil, or other cultural stereotypes and
superstitions.248 Not every culture encourages pet keeping, and these
concerns should be handled respectfully for inmates or staff who do not want
contact with the animals.249 To address this concern, inmates and staff should
be given an opportunity to privately disclose these fears.250 Cat visitation
room participation is an optional activity, so anyone who does not want to
participate does not have to participate.
244. Id.
245. Online Interview with Kelly Savage, supra note 50 (recounting how during the
planning process for a dog training program at Central California Women’s Facility, a number of
women objected to program citing their allergies. The women were given the option to request to
move out of the unit. However, once the dogs arrived, none of the inmates who had voiced concern
ever put in transfer requests).
246. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 56.
247. Jason M. Armfield, Understanding Animal Fears: A Comparison of the Cognitive
Vulnerability and Harm-Looming Models, BMC PSYCHIATRY (Dec. 1, 2007),
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2217538.
248. Ailurophobia (Fear of Cats), CLEVELAND CLINIC (Nov. 19, 2021),
https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/ 22083-ailurophobia-fear-of-cats.
249. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 58.
250. Id. at 56.
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C. Hazards
1. Slip and Fall Hazards
A number of factors with dog training programs create potential
hazards. Due to the size of dogs and the use of leashes, people can be easily
knocked down by a boisterous dog or a dog that is not leash-trained well.251
Dog leashes can also create tripping hazards.252 Given cats smaller size and
lack of leashes, the risk of slip, trip, or fall hazards likely decreases with cat
visitation rooms. While there is always a chance that a cat can get underfoot
by accident, a program should provide the materials and tools to actively
prevent tripping hazards.253 For example, access to cleaning supplies to mop
up spills or accidents immediately.254 Additionally, there should be a
designated place to store toys after they are used to prevent them from being
stepped on or tripped over.255
2. Bites, Scratches, and Fights
Dog bites can be common and are of concern when implementing DTPs.
Cat bites may not be as obvious of a concern as with dogs, but they should
not be overlooked. Cat bites can puncture the skin. Even though puncture
wounds may be small, bacteria from the cat’s mouth can enter the wound and
easily get sealed over when the wound heals.256 Inmate participants should
have the ability to immediately wash a wound with soap and water and seek
medical care if necessary to prevent serious infection.257 A reporting
procedure must be in place to alert administration of any bites.258 All
participants should be educated and trained before interacting with the cats
to learn about cat body language—stressed cats often show obvious signs
before resorting to a bite. Further, inmates should be encouraged to leave the
space if cat temperaments seem to be elevated. This training could be
completed via pamphlets, photographs, pre-recorded videos, or volunteers.259
Another incident that may be encountered with cats is the potential to
be scratched. Scratches should be washed immediately with soap and water.
Inmates should be allowed access to first aid materials like Neosporin and
251. Id. at 57.
252. Id.
253. Id.
254. Id.
255. Id.
256. Krista Williams & Ernest Ward, Cat Bite Injuries to Humans, VCA ANIMAL
HOSPITAL, https://vcahospitals.com/know-your-pet/wounds-cat-bite-injuries-to-humans (last
visited May 5, 2022).
257. Id.
258. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 57.
259. Id.
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Band-Aids. The easiest way to prevent cat scratches is to make clear rules
that the inmates should never pick up a cat. While the cats should be allowed
to freely roam and interact with the inmates, the inmates should not attempt
to move the cat themselves.260
Humans can be injured if there is a fight between animals and the
individuals try to separate the animals. This is more common with dogs than
cats. When inquiring about cat fights, the staff at KitTea Cat Lounge, a cat
café in San Francisco explained that while a cat hierarchy can exist in a cat
visitation room, cats can normally be left to their own devices to sort it out.261
While a small skirmish may erupt occasionally, it is unlikely that cat fights
are as big of a risk as dog fights. Teach participants to be observant, how to
interpret animal body language, and to not insert themselves in the middle of
the animals if a fight erupts.
D. Other Considerations
To participate in a dog training programs, participants are often required
to have a specific amount of time left to serve; for example, two years before
release.262 Reasons for this include the time it takes for inmate dog handlers
to develop the skills to train a puppy.263 Prison administrators prefer to use
the same inmates for several rotations of dog training instead of having to
train new inmate dog handlers every year.264 Unlike DTPs, there is no
behavioral training component to participate in cat visitation rooms (although
participants should be trained on how to approach and handle cats and learn
the basics of cat body language).265 Therefore, more inmates will be able to
participate without a cost-benefit analysis on sentence terms limiting the pool
of eligible individuals. Inmate participants should still be screened before
being allowed to interact with the cats. However, no specific offenses, except
crimes against animals, should bar an inmate from participating. Inmates with
emotional or psychological disabilities may need to be supervised with the
cats, but their status should not disqualify them from visiting the cats. Indeed,
it is individuals with mental illness and physical illness who may benefit from
the cat visitation room the most. It should be noted that there are myriad
examples of inmates with a history of violent crimes that have gone on to
show great regard and affection for animals in both cat interactions and dog
training programs where they have trained puppies with great success.266

260. Interview with Staff at Cat Lounge, supra note 221. The facility has a strict rule that
patrons are not allowed to pick up the cats.
261. Interview with Staff at KitTea Lounge, supra note 222.
262. Harkrader et al., supra note 70, at 78.
263. Id.
264. Id.
265. Cooke, supra note 5, at 43.
266. Harkrader et. al, supra note 70, at 78.
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Some participants in DTPs have reported that they feel they are under
heightened scrutiny when training dogs and that they are being closely
watched by inmates and staff.267 Male participants have reported being made
fun of or harassed by inmates not in the program.268 Participants could be
taunted for “needing a dog for protection.”269 Other problems may arise due
to jealousy from non-participants.270 With the implementation of a cat
visitation room, these problems can be avoided. The opportunity to visit the
cat room should be treated as a privilege that is earned, so involvement will
not distinguish participants from other inmates.
E. Funding
Funding considerations must be evaluated prior to starting a cat
visitation room. As of 2007, over half of existing PAPs received donations
of food and supplies from places like Walmart, Petco, PetSmart, Iams®, and
Purina®, as well as free veterinary services from local vets.271 Aside from
occasional federal grants, prison puppy programs receive nearly all of their
funding from community support and donations.272 Programs may receive
donations from prison staff, inmate fundraisers, the general public,
veterinarians, or pet supply stores.273 When compared to other types of
programs and interventions, however, the costs of PAPs are relatively low
and cited as one of the appealing factors in establishing them.274
F. Pushback
1. Animal Welfare
Cat cafés have becoming increasingly popular, most notably in Japan.275
Cat cafés attract tourists and locals, and offer the opportunity for animal
interaction to people who “lack the space or time to care for their own
cats.”276 However, in the United Kingdom, some animal charities have
opposed cat cafés due to animal welfare considerations.277 The two
arguments against cat cafés are that cats may become stressed from living in
267. Empirical Evidence, supra note 22, at 24.
268. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT, supra note 26, at 118.
269. Id.
270. Id.
271. Kohl & Wenner, supra note 9, at 2.
272. Harkrader et. al, supra note 70, at 78.
273. National Survey, supra note 79, at 423.
274. Planning and Implementing, supra note 214, at 69.
275. Natasha Geiling, Pay Purr Pet at Japan’s Cat Cafes, SMITHSONIAN MAG. (Feb. 3,
2014), https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/paying-purrs-japans-cat-cafes-180949536.
276. Id.
277. John Bradshaw, Are Britain’s Cats Ready for Cat Cafes?, 173 THE VETERINARY
REC., 554, 554 (2013).
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such close proximity to other cats and from the high number of visitors
coming and going.278 Arguments cite that unlike domestics dogs, which
descended from the “highly sociable wolf,” domestic cats have their origins
as a “solitary, territorial predator.”279 However, cats are “no strangers to shop
life”—they’ve found homes in stores and libraries for centuries, and in those
locations, cats can do what they do best: embrace their role as solitary
predator by “lounging in the background, snoozing on bookshelves and
catching rodents.”280 That is how a cat visitation room should be designed
and promoted: as a “low-key, almost library-like environs to relax and be
around cats.”281 In an interview with Cat Town, a cate café in Oakland, the
on-site cat behaviorists and staff reflected on the adaptability of the cats.282
They shared that even completely feral, under-socialized kittens can quickly
turn into well-adjusted cats that are adoptable. They also noted that dogs in
shelters can regress behaviorally, becoming destructive, stressed, and hyper
social, while, conversely, cats can improve in shelters so long as they feel
safe and secure.
It is true that cats vary in temperament and personality; some are more
willing to engage with other cats, and some are more willing to engage with
humans. However, it need not be assumed that putting numerous cats in a cat
visitation room will lead to animal welfare issues. There is no scientific
method to predict which cats will get along with other cats.283 The KitTea Cat
Lounge staff reported that cats vary in sociability, but all generally do well
in the shared living space with multiple cats.284 Critics opine that having a
rotating population of cats, who come and go based on their adoption status,
could create unnecessary stress on the cats.285 KitTea Cat Lounge’s model
includes a mixture of resident cats and cats up for adoption, which was
actually a stabilizing factor in the relationships among the cats.286
This proposal centers around resident cats.287 While this might rescue
fewer cats, it would likely reduce stress on those living in the cat visitation
room.288 Once a stable resident cat program is established, slowly over time,
new cats could be introduced with the goal of adopting out some of the cats.289
278. Id.
279. Id.
280. Delgado, supra note 233.
281. Id.
282. Interview with Staff at Cat Town, supra note 221.
283. Bradshaw, supra note 277, at 555.
284. Interview with Staff at KitTea Lounge, supra note 222.
285. Delgado, supra note 233.
286. Interview with Staff at KitTea Lounge, supra note 222.
287. See Movies4U, Animal Planet: Cats 101~ Domestic Housecat, YOUTUBE (Dec. 21,
2013), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iTFTYtRT4g (describing how resident cats will need
regular veterinary checkups and to stay up to date on vaccinations).
288. Delgado, supra note 233.
289. Adopting cats out from a prison could prove difficult. See Cats 101, supra note 287
(describing how families should visit with cats before adopting to ensure the cat matches with their
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When choosing cats for the cat visitation room, it may be difficult to not give
in to selection bias. The cats with the “best” temperaments are already the
cats that are most likely to be adopted from shelters and are at less risk of
being euthanized. Adult cats may adjust much slower to a new space than a
kitten would, but those are often the cats that need the most help. Ideally, cats
in the program should have previously been indoor cats.290 However, that trait
may lead to the cats most “in need” of being adopted not being included in
the program. It is important to balance the needs of the cats and the needs of
the program to ensure it is implemented successfully. Once a stable program
is built over a period of months or years, the program model could be
reassessed to include more “difficult” and “less adoptable” cats.
With regard to the stress arising due to human visitors, it is important to
schedule and control the number of people in the room at one time.
Implement strict rules like no picking up the cats,291 no chasing,
roughhousing, or waking sleeping cats.292 Incorporate design suggestions so
that the space is successful.293 Provide places for the cats to take space for
themselves when they feel overwhelmed.294 Incorporate “catification”
designs—purposeful adjustments to the area that meet the cats’ needs and
allow them to satisfy their primal instincts, such as jumping, perching,
climbing, playing, and claiming territory.295 This includes wall shelving,
tunnels, boxes296 and a separate room where cats can be temporarily
housed.297 Further, only allow participants to play with cats by using cat toys,
and instruct participants to never pursue a cat if it has retreating or walking
away.298 Cats should be allowed to do as they please, whether it is interacting
with humans, playing with other cats, relaxing in beds, or lounging in other
areas299 Set expectations with participants that cats sleep a lot and may not

family’s temperament). Unlike dogs which can easily be escorted around prison grounds to a
location to meet potential adopters, or cats at public cat cafes that do not have the security concerns
of a prison, the logistics of transporting cats for adoption from the cat visitation room to a place
where prospective adopters could meet and interact with the cat may prove challenging. Cats that
do not meet a family’s needs or preferences are at-risk of being returned to a shelter. Creative
solutions would be needed to overcome this issue. See infra Section VI.F.2 for a discussion on the
grief prisoners experience when adopting out animals.
290. Delgado, supra note 233. See Interview with Staff at Cat Town, supra note 221
(explaining that an exception would be feral kittens who could easily adjust to indoor settings).
291. See supra Section VI.C.2.
292. Debra Kelly, The Dirty Truth About Cat Cafes, MASHED (Jan. 5, 2021),
mashed.com/118733/dirty-truth-cat-cafes.
293. See supra Section V.C.
294. Kelly, supra note 292.
295. What
is
Catification?,
JACKSON
GALAXY,
https://www.jacksongalaxy.com/blog/what-is-catification/ (last accessed May 6, 2022).
296. Delgado, supra note 233.
297. See supra Section V.C.
298. Delgado, supra note 233.
299. Id.
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always be active when the participants visit the room during the day.300 While
visiting KitTea Cat Lounge, that cats who wanted to socialize made
themselves readily known—they approached visitors, not the other way
around.301 Cats do need their alone time;302 having a cat visitation room will
provide many hours of the day when humans are not around.
Another animal welfare argument is that connecting animals with
inmates creates a heightened risk for harm or abuse. However, across a wide
review of literature, there were no documented reports of animal abuse in
prison animal programs.303 Animals in prisons are no more at risk of cruelty
or abuse than anywhere else.304 In fact, they could be safer in prisons due to
the high number of participants observing and interacting with the animals,
making any abuse more detectable than it would be in a private home. The
abuse would be reported, and the abuser could suffer retribution. It is the
author’s view that felines will be safe in the presence of felons.
2. Other Criticisms
For all the praise that prison animal programs receive, they are not
without critics. Large segments of society do not believe that “inmates in
prison should be given the opportunity to appreciate and show concern, love
and compassion to another living being, animal or human. Too often the
public is outraged that those who violate the laws and perpetuate crimes on
others are given more concern than their victims.”305 For example, a TV
special Death Row 2018 featured an inmate with a cat, which sparked public
outcry on Twitter where viewers vented their frustrations.306 Some worry that
PAPs might send the message that being locked up in prison is enjoyable or
easy.307 These criticisms are “clearly short-sighted and vengeful and ignore[
that participation in PAPs may provide some individuals with an opportunity
for a unique pathway to change.”308
A valid criticism of PAPs concerns the exploitation of free or extremely
inexpensive prison labor, especially in dog training programs. Dog training
300. Jeff Wallenfeldt, Why Do Cats Sleep So Much?, ENCYC. BRITANNIA,
https://www.britannica.com/story/why-do-cats-sleep-so-much (last visited May 7, 2022).
301. Interview with Staff at KitTea Cat Lounge, supra note 222.
302. Kelly, supra note 292.
303. Britton & Andrea Button, Prison Pups: Assessing the Effects of Dog Training
Programs in Correctional Facilities, 9 J. FAM. SOC. WORK 79, 82 (2005).
304. Jennifer Billock, Cats Find Homes in Prisons – And Reform Inmates, MENTAL
FLOSS (Aug. 6, 2015), https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/66916/cats-find-homes-prisons-andreform-inmates.
305. Moneymaker & Strimple, supra note 63, at 133-34.
306. Rachel Andrews, Death Row 2018 Viewers Shocked to See Cats in Inmates’ Cells,
TYLA (Feb. 3, 2018), https://www.tyla.com/news/tv-and-film-death-row-2018-viewers-shockedto-see-cats-in-inmates-cells-20180203.
307. Desistance, supra note 8, at 44.
308. Id.
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is a labor-intensive job. To train a large number of dogs on the outside would
be a very expensive venture. Some critics say that DTPs exploit prisoner
labor and fail to return measurable job prospects for inmates upon release.309
While it cannot be overlooked that DTPs may in fact be exploiting free prison
labor, it must be viewed on a spectrum. If viewed in comparison to working
as a field laborer at Angola,310 or cleaning dangerous machinery on a work
release program at a poultry processing plant,311 it is easy to discern which
job exploits labor the least. This proposal will include volunteers, which
some might consider also exploitative. However, the tasks undertaken by
volunteers would not be much different from that of a typical cat owner.
While a cat visitation room in a prison may require more cleaning and
ongoing maintenance than a typical household with cats, it is the author’s
view that the benefits of the opt-in cat visitation room far outweigh this
criticism.312
Another issue with DTPs is that it may be considered unnecessarily
cruel that inmates are allowed to form close connections to dogs which are
then taken away from the prisoners once training is complete. Inmates are
already a vulnerable community for loss and grief.313 Giving up a dog after
working with it day and night for months at a time can bring up feelings of
powerlessness and deep emotional distress.314 Although the inmates are not
experiencing a death, their grief should be regarded in the same light because
the inmates are permanently losing the dogs.315 While this should not be
overlooked, it is a negative among many positives in participating in a dog
training program. With a cat visitation room, the presence of resident cats
will help relieve the cycle of grief and loss frequently experienced by inmates
in dog training programs.

CONCLUSION
There is a long history of prisoners seeking out the company and
companionship of animals to cope with imprisonment. Animals positively

309. Desistance, supra note 8, at 44.
310. See supra Section II.B.
311. Will Tucker, The Kill Line: Should Prisons Be in Business with One of the Most
Dangerous Industries in America?, S. POVERTY L. CTR. (July 26, 2018),
https://www.splcenter.org/news/2018/07/26/kill-line.
312. See supra Section III.D. Even cat programs that do employ inmates such as the
FORWARD Program at Pendleton pay a mere 20 cents an hour. While this is undoubtedly the
exploitation of prison labor, it is typical of all prison jobs, and must be viewed in relation to other
possible labor-intensive jobs in prison.
313. Mary Renck Jalongo & Mary-Ann Sontag-Bowman, Exploring Themes of
Relinquishment and Loss, in PRISON DOG PROGRAMS: RENEWAL AND REHABILITATION IN
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 233, 233 (Mary R. Jalongo ed., 2019).
314. Id. at 234.
315. Id. at 235.
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affect inmates both physically and mentally. Animals can be introduced into
prisons via low-cost programs, but they required vision, commitment, and
creativity. There has been success starting such programs in women’s
prisons, who are at a particularly high risk of distress while incarcerated.
Prison animal programs are extremely flexible and can be altered to meet the
needs of specific facilities, inmate populations, and the surrounding
communities. Initial dog training programs were cited as helping spread the
joy of dogs to inmates, but most dog training programs allow for only a small
number of participants. Accordingly, this note proposes to introduce cat
visitation rooms, modeled after cat cafés, into prisons. The format will allow
a larger number of inmates to access the animals and experience the benefits
associated with human-animal interactions such as reductions in stress,
enhanced emotional well-being, and the development of pro-social
behaviors. The format will also overcome many of the common objections to
prison animal programs and provide solutions for pushback based on
allergies, cultural concerns, or physical risks. It is the sincere hope that this
note can help facilitate and encourage the construction and implementation
of cat visitation rooms in prisons to spread the joy of cats and bring together
felines and felons who are, truly, the perfect pair.
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APPENDIX
Figure 1. KitTea Cat Lounge316

Note: KitTea Cat Lounge is a single room with wooden benches, wooden
tables, chairs, toys, cat houses, and catification fixtures, which include cat
stairs, ledges, and cubby beds secured to the walls. Approximately twentyfour cats live in the room. Three kennels at the right-rear of the room house
new cats that are adjusting to their new home. The closed door in the back
leads to an adjacent utility room with sink, laundry machine, cleaning
supplies, and a few kennels where cats acclimate in a more private area. Up
to fourteen people are allowed in the room at once. Six litter boxes are in the
room, along with countless beds, toys, and bowls for food and water.

316. See supra note 202 and accompanying text.
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Figure 2. Cat Town Visitation Room317

Note: Cat Town is separated into two rooms, a large cat visitation room
(pictured) and a second room with small cat studios (not pictured). The
visitation room incudes chairs, cat furniture, cat trees, and scratching posts.
Three cats and four visitors appear in this photograph. Between thirteen to
fifteen cats live in the room.

317. Id.
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Figure 3. Cat Town Quiet Room318

Note: Part of Cat Town’s large cat visitation room has an alcove called the
“Quiet Zone.” The room contains cubby beds where cats can sleep if they
want privacy, along with storage for cleaning supplies, paper towels, a trash
can, and numerous cat beds. Four cats were occupying the cat cubbies at the
time of the photograph.

318. See supra note 202.
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Figure 4. Pendleton Correctional Facility’s Cat Sanctuary319

Note: Two inmates appear with at least eleven cats in the cat sanctuary. Items
in the photo include cat houses, cat trees, cat cubbies secured to the walls, a
blanket, toys, cat beds, table, and chairs. The corner of the room has a locker
with cleaning supplies. The cat houses and cubbies appear to have been made
at the prison because they lack some of the characteristics of store-bought
products.

319. Erb, supra note 128.
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Figure 5. Nevada’s Inmates Nursing Kittens Program: Participant
Cell320

Note: A news reporter is inside a jail cell with a participant of the Inmates
Nursing Kittens (INK) program who sits on his bunk. At least three very
small kittens are sitting next to him on his bed.

320. DeGennaro, supra note 125.
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Figure 6. Nevada’s Inmates Nursing Kittens Program: Group Photo321

Note: Nine male participants of the INK program stand for a group photo.
Each holds a very small kitten in their hands.

321. Nevada Humane Society, INK= Inmates Nursing Kittens, FACEBOOK (Apr. 29,
2016), https://www.facebook.com/ nevadahumanesociety/photos/ink-inmates-nursing-kittens-yupour-brand-new-kitten-foster-program-in-carson-ci/10154726370630656.

